LexisNexis® Publisher now gives you added insight with the addition of Web News — a collection of key news sources on the web. Add a Web News search to any saved or new topic and retrieve relevant articles and answers from several thousand websites. LexisNexis® Web News sources are selected by LexisNexis editors based on editorial quality, influence and value to our customers.

Adding Web News to existing or new topics is as simple as creating a new search and choosing Web News as the search type.

Web News supports all LexisNexis search logic, searches built off index terms and all date parameters.
Web News results show all citation information with the first few words of the article displayed. The headline of each Web News story links automatically to the URL of the original story.

Learn More

To learn more about this enhanced content collection, please contact your LexisNexis account representative or call 888-AT-LEXIS.